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THE SPT CHANNEL EROSION MODEL

V A.PETROSOV. V.I.BARANOV. A.IVASIN. A.A.LALLAEV. Y S NAZARENKO

SABSTRACT
The mathematical model, describing the Hall plasma thruster (SPT) acceleration channel
wall erosion processes is presented in this paper. The mathematical model gves simple analytical
dependence, connecting the wall deterioration value with thruster's operation time at the stationar
regme. The criterion investigation showed that the obtained dependence describes the
processes and permits to make the thruster life time estimation more reliable.

Sdeterioration

INTRODUCTION

I

One of the main reason, limiting the thruster's SPT typ life
ie time. is acceleration channel
isolation wall deterioration, caused by the interaction between the accelerated ions' flow and wall
(ion sputtering). This process investigation and isolator deterioration model development would
permit to perform more accurate life time estimations, and also they would be base for the
development of the thruster's shorting life time test method.
In detail the SPT acceleration channel wall sputtering processes have been examined in [1].
In this work under various assumptions, the dependencies, describing the sputtering surface
deterioration dynamic, were obtained. Then with the help of criterion selection, the dependence.
being mostly close to the experimental ones, have been chosen. But the dependence, obtained in
[1] has some limitations, which connect with the physical model assumptions. First of all it is
asymptotic distraction, i.e. according to the obtained dependence. there is some deterioration
value, after which the erosion is impossible. So, if the testing time is small because of the random
deviations and deterioration measurements errors. it is possible, that expecting value of the life
time can be infinitive. It is clear, that it is absurd. The obtained result asymptotic is the
consequence of the assumption, that ions' trajectory, falling down to the wall have strictly defined
angle value relatively the thruster and this assumption probably is not correct.
In the work [2] in order to describe the erosion process, the well known dependence 2/3.
based on the assumption that the isolator's wall volumetric erosion speed dependence changes liner
on operation time. The main modification idea is the following: all thruster operation time is
divided into two parts: initial (with great erosion speed) and the final one (with small erosion
speed) and then these two linear parts should be jointed. In order to obtain the reliable
deterioration forecast, it is necessary to have time close to the thruster's life time, and the
hypotheses itself that the volumetric erosion speed depends linearly on time seems not significantly
correct.

In this work one more model is suggested. It describes the SPT acceleration channel wall
deterioration and also.the criteria comparison between obtained dependence and well known one.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
Lets examine the wall sputtering by the ions' flows (Fig. I). Assumes that axis X is directed
along the channel's wall parallel to the thruster's axis, and axis Y is perpendicular to the wall's
surface inside isolator. In this case the boundary motion velocity of the sputtering surface (local U
erosion speed) can be represented as:

dY
dt

= S(E,a)(x,y)

M

(1)

p

I

1

where t - time, S - ions' sputtering coefficient, E - the energy of sputtering particles, a - the
sputtering particle incident angle, F- density of the flow sputtering particles, M - sputtering
substance mass, p - its density.
The ion sputtering coefficient is individual for each sputtering particle, because it has its
own energy and has it own incident angle to the sputtering surface. Because of it in the right part of the equation (1) the sum on individual particles, falling down to the single surface element during U
the time unit, should be. Lets do the usual simplification procedure averaging on the sputtering
coefficients. Let's introduce some average sputtering coefficient and multiply it to the ration
between mass and density of sputtering substance. The average coefficient of volumetric sputtering 5
we will name as V. It is clear that for each cross section X V-coefficient will be different, because
the average ions' energy is increasing during plasma flow moving along the acceleration channel.
In this case the equation (1) can be written as:
= V(x)T(x,y)

(2)1

In order to solve (2) for any cross section X, it is necessary to know the dependence of falling
down particles along the axis Y, i.e. the dependence of the jet density perpendicular to its axis. It is
known that the gas (or plasma) flow density at exhausting into vacuum, at the jet boundary is
changing approximately on the exponent law N-exp(-k y). May be it is possible to say the same
about the SPT plasma jet. In the fig.2 the ion flow density in the SPT jet , measured at some
distance from the thruster is presenteed. Scale - semy-logarithmical. It is possible to see, that at the
jet periphery, beginning from some moment, the ions' flow density decreasing has the exponential
law. So, if the acceleration channel surface locales at the jet periphery, the equation (2) can be
written in the following form:

dY
d =V(x)T(x,0)exp(-k
This equation solution has the following form:

y= A In(l +ot)

y)
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(4)1
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where A and c - coefficients. depending on the flow characteristics and sputtering substance's
properties. This coefficients calculation is very difficult and usually they are determined
empirically.
The equation (4) determines the dynamic of the SPT acceleration channel wall
deterioration in any cross section.

SOBTAINED

DEPENDENCE ANALYZE

First of all lets point out that obtained dependence (4) satisfies for all requests of the
erosion process mathematical description. The erosion speed is finite at any time moment (for
known degree law 2/3. it transforms into infinity under t=0. so. the authors recommend not to take
into account points at the initial moment of operation, entering the conception of "time of runin"). There is no erosion asymptotic, which is typical for the law. obtained in [lj. The dependence
has only two free parameters. one of them is linear, which is very important for experimental
results statistic proceeding using the mathematical model.
But it is very important to check how accurate this model describes the process and to
compare the accuracy of description with the ones used before. For comparison two dependencies.
obtained before were chosen : ordinary exponential function [4]:

y=Ct

(5)

and hyperbolic one [I]:

y=Aot/(l+ot)

SIf

6)

we have a lot of experimental data and use the statistic criteria's, the comparison will be
fulfilled by the best way. There is no enough experimental data for the traditional statistic methods:
it is the main difficult of its usage. So, for comparison. at the one hand, the special statistic
critena's have been selected, and at the other hand. we had to simulate the experimental data using
the existing initial experimental ones.
Analyze of different statistic criteria's, used for the best dependence choosing, showed, that
in our case the best one is the methods, based on the so-called re-checking method [3]. The main
idea of this methods is the following: the experimental data are divided into two parts and one of
them is transformed into expecting ones. Using the first part, the regression is built, and then it is
checking how good it approximates the second part. Criteria's, jointed under common name EEE
(Expected Excess Error) is the fitting error of the regression equation to the experimental results,
calculated with the help of different methods. The fitting error is determining by the difference
between real and observing results dispersion relatively the regression:
EEE=S2 real.

-

S

observ.

Sobser. is determining round all initial data, and S2real - if we transform one part of them

into the expecting ones.
EEE criteria usage is justified from that point of view, that we suppose to use these
regression dependencies for experimental results forecasting under great operation time value. So.

I
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it -eems to be reasonabe that if the dependence sinificantly forecasting the existing data. it \i!Il
:in'
e:c::e eexzpermental data and under further forec:isring.
.As the dependence of the e\penmental data simulation method. \we wili obtain ditfere!
-!atisiC cnitena s:

IEEE (boot) - the estimation of the expecting fitting error, using the Bootstrap-method:
2. EEE (jack) - the estimation of the fitting error, using the Jackknife-method.
3 EEE (gross) - the estimation of the fitting error, using the Gross-checking method.
Besides these ritena's. the ordinary criteria of the mean square remainder error, at the U
calculation of which the data obtained only in the real experiments. have been used.
All criteria's calculation algorithms are given in the Annex 1.
The calculation results of the criterion values for the different erosion models, based on U
the experimental data, obtained during the three thrusters testing. are gven in Table I.
TABLE I
Thruster
I

I
MODEL
6=ct"
5=Aot/(l-cot)
6

EEE,,o
0.0190
0,0043

EEEJak
0,0406
0,0065

EEE,,,
0,0343
0,0052

Sm
0.2591
0.1216

I

6-Aln( -t)

0.0046

0.0068

0,0053

0.1289

II

8=ct

0.0531

0.1075

0,0908

0.3633

11

6=Act,( -ct)

0.0245
0.0163.
0,0055
0,0050

0,0201
0,0132
0,0047
0.0041

0,1879
i0.1590
0,0580
0.0706

0.02 002020

0.0540

HI
I

8=ct"
6=Aot/(l +ot)

00141
0.0094
0,0016
0,0026

III

6=Aln( -ot)

0.0015

o=Aln(tct)
6II

Taking into account the definition of the EEE-type criteria, it is clear, the best result
description will h;ave that dependence. for which the criterna has the minimum value.
For thruster 1. the critera value for logarithmic (4) and hyperbolic (6) dependencies are
practically coincided, having insignificant difference and having less values, than for dependence
(5).
|
For the last two thrusters the logarithmic dependence gives the criteria's' values in 1.5 - 2 times
less than for other dependencies.
So, basing on the results of criteria analyze, it is possible to say. that the best experimental I
results description gives the logarithmic dependence.
Unfortunately. it is impossible to compare correctly the process descrnpton quahty, which have
been done with the help of logarithmic (4) and modified power dependence, suggested in [2]. But |
we have tried to describe these experimental data with the help of obtained dependence (4). using
the erosion profiles and erosion speed, given in [2]. The results of these calculations are given in
the fig.3. The points are the calculation of the average volumetric erosion speed, which have been I
done with the erosion profile, given in [2]. Unfortunately, because of profile complexity and its
nonunuformity on the angle, the accuracy of these calculation is not very high. The polygonal line
is the approximation of the volumetric erosion speed changing suggested in [21. The curve is the
calculation of the volumetric erosion speed with the help of(4). Analyzing the obtained picture. it
is possible to make some conclusions. At irst. the curve describes the expenmental points not

3
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:iccording to [2i. the voiumetric erosion speed changes greatly. was chosen arbitrary and it can not
he forecast beforehand. At third, in order to determine reliably the inclination angle of the second
part of the polygonal line. which is necessary for the deterioration forecasting, it is necessary to
carry out more than 2.5-3 thousand-hours test. which nearly coincide with the thruster's life time.
In order to obtain the deterioration performances. using the dependence (4). it is enough to carry
out one thousand-hours test. obtaining significantly accurate and reliable forecast.
The performed analyze demonstrate, that obtained dependence (4), describing die .:Iosioii
process of the acceleration channel wall permits to describe more accurate this process and to
make the forecast faster.

3

CONCLUSIONS

Basing on the well known properties of the periphery layers of the plasma jets. exhausting
from the SPT. the model, describing the erosion process of the thruster's acceleration channel
walls, have been suggested. The criteria investigations of this model and its comparison with the
existing models show that the new model has the great advantages, especially for erosion
forecasting under small thruster operation. So, the obtained dependence may be recommended for
the thruster's acceleration channel walls erosion calculation and for its life time estimation.
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